PART 2 OF 5 WEBINAR SERIES

INTRODUCING
Cooperative

Date: Monday, 4/2/18
Time: 11 am-12 pm PT / 2-3 pm ET
RSVP: tiny.cc/cooperatives

In our second of five webinars, our speakers will introduce cooperatives, cooperative principles and examples, and the cooperative ecosystem.

ANH-THU NGUYEN

Anh-Thu is director of special projects for the Democracy at Work Institute. She develops markets and opportunities for collaboration between cooperatives and cross-sectoral allies, including the development of a value chain within the textile and fashion industries. Born and raised in Tampa Bay, FL to Vietnamese refugee parents, Anh-Thu earned her BA at Georgetown University and JD at University of Texas School of Law.

MAI NGUYEN

Mai serves on the board of the US Federation of Worker Cooperatives. They own and operate an organic farm and were the cooperative development specialist at the California Center for Cooperative Development. Now, Mai is an organizer for the National Young Farmers Coalition. They specialize in agricultural and worker cooperatives, and primarily work with immigrant and small-scale farmers to create cooperative alternatives to the conventional food economy.
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